Sketch of Class D, 1862 C.C.H.

Mary Muller, of Springfield
G., stands at the head of the class, not only on account of her studious habits and superior scholastic attainments, but in consideration of the fact that she was the recipient of a gold medal as a reward for her almost perfect record for four years. There was no competition for honors. The medal was presented to her quite unexpectedly, but was richly deserved.

Her graduating thesis, was written in Latin, and was pronounced by good judges to be very fine. In personal appearance, she was in keeping with her German ancestry. Of rather low stature, solid expression of countenance, lacking in animation, but the stamp of intellect was impressed upon her brow. She possessed intense application and concentration of thought, and mental
Traits which rendered her eminently fitted for the study of the Languages, and Mathematics. Added to these gifts, there was a deep-toned piety governing her actions, and intercourse with her fellow-pupils.

Eugenia Miller, was a younger sister of Mary, and was quite as marked for proficiency in her studies, and was far more brilliant and sprightly in conversation but lacked the solidity and ballast of her more dignified sister. She was also smaller and more delicate physically, but seemed her sister in feature and expression.

I have heard that these sisters remained unmarried, and by a strange inconsistency of Nature, were both of them victims just as a period of madness eclipsed both but segmentally recovered.

Maggie Randell, was a niece of Mr. Slocum, of Columbus, but was a native of Michigan. She was tall and slender, of graceful movement, pretty brown eyes, and autumn hair.